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Timberlake®

Advantage

Built by Service®

We think like builders. � at means 
looking for ways to contribute to 
success by adding value, saving 
time, and eliminating costs. We’re 
planning ahead to prevent problems 
instead of fi xing them. Designing 
to save money. Scheduling to make 
every minute count. Installing 
for one-trip satisfaction. We’re a 
partner every step of the way. 

We focus on cabinets

� at’s all we’ve done for the past 
three decades. When you team up 
with Timberlake, you benefi t from 
years of experience and refi nement. 
� at means high-quality materials, 
craftsmanship, and service—start 
to fi nish. 

Quality meets value

We make it easy to choose the 
perfect combination of features 
for your needs and budget. Our 
premier lines, Portfolio Select 
and Portfolio, include numerous 
upgrade options that make 
customizing easy. And Value Built 
off ers well-crafted, fashionable 
cabinets for the more budget-
conscious consumer. 
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As one of the leading cabinet manufacturers in the United States, 
American Woodmark, headquartered in Winchester, Virginia, 
off ers over 500 cabinet styles. We set the standard for fully integrated, 
just-in-time manufacturing, operating 17 manufacturing facilities 
and 20 builder service centers.

Th e strength and inspiration of our thousands of dedicated employees 
is the reason for American Woodmark’s success and leadership in 
the industry. Th e team continues to be the benchmark for our industry 
by producing quality cabinets, off ering top-tier customer support, 
providing value to our customers, and enhancing homes with 
American Woodmark products.

Built from a culture 
of excellence  
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In the Portfolio Select series, 
you’ll see the features you expect 
in custom-built cabinetry. An 
abundance of on-trend style  
and attention to every detail. 
� at’s the promise of this 
top-tier series.








 







 










Portfolio
Select®
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PAINTED**

MAPLE  

CHERRY

 RYE SPICE MOCHA GLAZE* COGNAC AUBURN GLAZE*








 







 





 



 




 

LINEN* PEWTER GLAZE* SILK* HAZELNUT GLAZE* HARBOR*

� e intricate architecture of Sierra 
Vista is the hallmark of traditional style. 
Mitered door frames create a picture-
frame eff ect, with multiple levels of 
beading and edging fl owing to soft 
waterfall curves. It’s a luxurious look 
that elevates a room to high style.

   

Sierra Vista®

Features


Mitered
Solid wood insert
Raised panel

 
Square
Full overlay 

 
Five-piece


Maple
Painted
Cherry

 
Required

 

  * Denotes premium fi nish

** Painted doors feature engineered wood center panels 
for a superior fi nish.

 The glazes on our painted fi nishes are hand-applied, so no 
two doors will look exactly alike. And while the door front 
and edges are completely concealed by the base, some 
wood grain may show on the door back.

AUTUMN SPICE MERLOT JAVA SLATE

TRUFFLE SLATE ESPRESSO

EMBER GLAZE* STONE* BOULDER*
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Beauty is in the detailing of  the 
Charleston collection. � e recessed 
panel is bordered by layered edging 
and grooved lines, creating a crisp–but 
inviting–design. It’s a true transitional 
choice that gives a fresh fl air and 
enduring look to kitchens across the 
spectrum of genres.

MAPLE

PAINTED**

RYE SPICE MOCHA GLAZE* COGNAC AUBURN GLAZE*

LINEN* PEWTER GLAZE* SILK* HAZELNUT GLAZE* HARBOR*








 







 





 








CHERRY

AUTUMN SPICE MERLOT JAVA SLATE

      

TRUFFLE SLATE ESPRESSO

EMBER GLAZE* STONE* BOULDER*

Charleston®

 

  *Denotes premium fi nish

** Painted doors feature engineered wood center panels 
for a superior fi nish.

 The glazes on our painted fi nishes are hand-applied, so no 
two doors will look exactly alike. And while the door front 
and edges are completely concealed by the base, some 
wood grain may show on the door back.

Features


Mitered
Solid wood insert
Recessed panel

 
Square
Full overlay

 
Five-piece


Maple
Painted
Cherry

 
Required
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MAPLE

LINEN* SILK* HARBOR* STONE* BOULDER*

RYE SPICE COGNAC TRUFFLE SLATE

Simplicity is the ultimate design 
chameleon, and transitional New 
Haven is the beautiful proof. � e 
Shaker-style lines hark back to rural 
roots to create a homey, country mood. 
In another setting, they become a 
handsome backdrop for a modern, 
minimalist vibe. 

PAINTED**

CHERRY

AUTUMN SPICE MERLOT JAVA SLATE

 

 * Denotes premium fi nish

 ** Painted doors feature engineered wood center panels 
for a superior fi nish.

New Haven®

Features


Mortise and tenon
Solid wood insert
Recessed panel

 
Square
Full overlay 

 
Slab 
Five-piece

 
Maple
Painted
Cherry
Duraform

 
Required

ESPRESSO

   

DURAFORM® Available on fi ve-piece drawer front option only

BREEZE
Cabinet exterior fi nished 
in Painted Linen

DRIFT
Cabinet exterior fi nished 
in Painted Harbor

CASCADE
Cabinet exterior fi nished 
in Maple Espresso








 







 





 


 




   -   
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Features


Mortise and tenon
Solid wood insert
Raised panel

 
Square
Full overlay

 
Decorative
Five-piece


Maple
Painted
Cherry

 
Required

MAPLE

PAINTED**

CHERRY

Windsor is a classic statement in 
traditional style, both polished and 
warmly welcoming. � e intricately 
crafted, multi-tiered silhouette creates 
a play of light and shadow that adds 
depth and dimension. It’s an adaptable 
companion to a variety of individual 
tastes. 

Windsor

     

   -   








 







 













 

  *Denotes premium fi nish

** Painted doors feature engineered wood center panels 
for a superior fi nish.

 The glazes on our painted fi nishes are hand-applied, so no 
two doors will look exactly alike. And while the door front 
and edges are completely concealed by the base, some 
wood grain may show on the door back.

RYE SPICE MOCHA GLAZE* COGNAC AUBURN GLAZE*

LINEN* PEWTER GLAZE* SILK* HAZELNUT GLAZE* HARBOR*

EMBER GLAZE* STONE* BOULDER*

AUTUMN SPICE MERLOT JAVA SLATE

TRUFFLE SLATE ESPRESSO
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Tradition meets today in Rushmore. 
Extraordinary character shines through 
with raised panels and fi nely crafted 
detailing. Simplifi ed lines add a touch 
of poetic verve. � e eff ect is a timeless 
appeal that inspires a wide range of 
design possibilities.

MAPLE 

RYE SPICE MOCHA GLAZE* COGNAC AUBURN GLAZE*

PAINTED** 

TRUFFLE ESPRESSO

LINEN* PEWTER GLAZE* SILK* HAZELNUT GLAZE* HARBOR*

EMBER GLAZE* STONE* BOULDER*

Rushmore®

 

  *Denotes premium fi nish

** Painted doors feature engineered wood center panels 
for a superior fi nish.

 The glazes on our painted fi nishes are hand-applied, so no 
two doors will look exactly alike. And while the door front 
and edges are completely concealed by the base, some 
wood grain may show on the door back.

Features


Mortise and tenon
Solid wood insert
Raised panel

 
Square
Full overlay

 
Decorative

 
Maple
Painted

 
Required
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MAPLE

RYE SPICE COGNAC TRUFFLE








 







 





 





 

� e unique beadboard center panel of 
Tucson adds visual interest to room 
décor of many kinds. It's a stunning 
accent equally at home in a relaxed, 
cottage-chic space or one that has the 
traditional feel of European wainscoting.  

PAINTED

LINEN* SILK* HARBOR* STONE* BOULDER*

Tucson®

Features


Mortise and tenon
Solid wood insert
Recessed beadboard panel

 
Square
Full overlay

 
Slab


Maple
Painted

 
Required

 

  *Denotes premium fi nish
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Colebrook brings together the classic 
visual impact of straight and true lines 
with fi ne detailing. � e look? Traditional 
style, refreshed and re-imagined. Its 
subtle good looks are beautifully at home 
with a wide range of décor visions.








 







 





 





EMBER GLAZE* STONE* BOULDER*

MAPLE

CHERRY

 RYE SPICE MOCHA GLAZE* COGNAC AUBURN GLAZE*

PAINTED**

LINEN* PEWTER GLAZE* SILK* HAZELNUT GLAZE* HARBOR*

TRUFFLE ESPRESSO

AUTUMN SPICE MERLOT JAVA SLATE

  

Colebrook®

 

  *Denotes premium fi nish

** Painted doors feature engineered wood center panels 
for a superior fi nish.

 The glazes on our painted fi nishes are hand-applied, so no 
two doors will look exactly alike. And while the door front 
and edges are completely concealed by the base, some 
wood grain may show on the door back.

Features


Mortise and tenon
Solid wood insert
Raised panel

 
Square
Standard overlay

 
Decorative


Maple
Painted
Cherry

 
Recommended
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MAPLE  

RYE SPICE MOCHA GLAZE* COGNAC AUBURN GLAZE*

If genius is in the details, the triple 
beading that frames Wyoming 
unquestionably qualifi es. It’s a distinctive 
mark of craftsmanship that creates a 
striking cascade eff ect. � e eff ect is 
timeless grace, with a whisper of formal 
elegance.

PAINTED**  

LINEN* PEWTER GLAZE* SILK* HAZELNUT GLAZE* HARBOR*

TRUFFLE ESPRESSO

EMBER GLAZE* STONE* BOULDER*

Wyoming®

 

  *Denotes premium fi nish

** Painted doors feature engineered wood center panels 
for a superior fi nish.

 The glazes on our painted fi nishes are hand-applied, so no 
two doors will look exactly alike. And while the door front 
and edges are completely concealed by the base, some 
wood grain may show on the door back.

Features


Mortise and tenon 
Solid wood insert
Raised panel

 
Square
Standard overlay

 
Decorative

 
Maple
Painted

 
Recommended
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Portfolio®

Finely crafted and designed to 
inspire, the Portfolio series gives 
homeowners a wide range of 
style choices, as well as upgrade 
options and smart features. 





         

Maddox

PAINTED**  

LINEN* PEWTER GLAZE* SILK* HAZELNUT GLAZE* HARBOR*

EMBER GLAZE* STONE* BOULDER*

An inspired twist on Shaker style, 
Maddox elevates classic simplicity with 
an updated profi le. Mitered corners and 
beveled tiering frame the recessed panel. 
� e layered silhouette aesthetic sets the 
stage for transitional or modern designs. 

Features


Mitered
Recessed panel

 
Square
Full overlay

 
Slab 
Five-piece

 
Painted

 
Required

 

  * Denotes premium fi nish

** Maddox painted doors feature all MDF Construction for a 
superior fi nish.

 The glazes on our painted fi nishes are hand-applied, so no 
two doors will look exactly alike. And while the door front 
and edges are completely concealed by the base, some 
wood grain may show on the door back.








 







 







   

   -   
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MAPLE

RYE SPICE COGNAC TRUFFLE SLATE

Lausanne is Euro-style at its minimalist 
fi nest. � e fl at-panel design creates a 
singularly sleek look. � e feel can be 
crisp and contemporary modern or 
simply refi ned serenity. � e choice 
of hardware, accessories, and decor 
defi nes the mood. 

CHERRY

AUTUMN SPICE MERLOT JAVA SLATE 

DURAFORM®

LINEN SILK STONE ESPRESSO

ESPRESSO

Lausanne®

Features


Veneer
Slab panel

 
Square
Full overlay

 
Slab

 
Maple 
Cherry
Duraform

 
Required

  

BREEZE
Cabinet exterior fi nished 
in Painted Linen

DRIFT
Cabinet exterior fi nished 
in Painted Harbor

CASCADE
Cabinet exterior fi nished 
in Maple Espresso
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MAPLE

CHERRY

THERMOFOIL

RYE SPICE MOCHA GLAZE* COGNAC AUBURN GLAZE*

AUTUMN SPICE MERLOT JAVA SLATE 








 







 









 

In Cumberland, traditional elements get 
updated touches to create a remarkable 
harmony. A tiered profi le and fi ne 
routing at the edges add visual interest 
to the more modern open-panel surfaces. 
It’s a sophisticated transitional choice 
for many personalized looks.

WHITE

  

TRUFFLE ESPRESSO

Cumberland®

 

  *Denotes premium fi nish

Features


Mortise and tenon 
Veneer insert
Raised panel

 
Square
Full overlay

 
Slab


Maple
Cherry 
� ermofoil

 
Required
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MAPLE

LINEN* PEWTER GLAZE* SILK* HAZELNUT GLAZE* HARBOR*

RYE SPICE MOCHA GLAZE* COGNAC AUBURN GLAZE*

Transitional Kinsdale is the canvas 
for a designer’s creativity. Blending 
simple, yet rhythmic lines with the 
traditional grace of a detailed frame, 
Kinsdale inspires virtually unlimited 
approaches to style. A warm invitation 
to the good life, by any defi nition.

PAINTED**

CHERRY








 
















EMBER GLAZE* STONE* BOULDER*

      

TRUFFLE SLATE ESPRESSO

AUTUMN SPICE MERLOT JAVA SLATE

Kinsdale®

 

  *Denotes premium fi nish

** Painted doors feature engineered wood center panels 
for a superior fi nish.

 The glazes on our painted fi nishes are hand-applied, so no 
two doors will look exactly alike. And while the door front 
and edges are completely concealed by the base, some 
wood grain may show on the door back.

Features


Mitered 
Veneer insert
Recessed panel

 
Square
Full overlay

 
Five-piece

 
Maple
Painted
Cherry
Duraform

 
Required

DURAFORM®

LINEN STONE ESPRESSO
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MAPLE

RYE  SPICE COGNAC TRUFFLE SLATE

ESPRESSO

CHERRY








 







 





 

Mindful simplicity is the very defi nition 
of Shaker design, faithfully created in 
Sonoma. Expansive surfaces, straight-
line framing, uncluttered and open – 
these are the essentials that invite 
design interpretations from country 
farmhouse to city vogue.

PAINTED**

LINEN* SILK* HARBOR* STONE* BOULDER*

AUTUMN SPICE MERLOT JAVA SLATE

Sonoma®

 

  *Denotes premium fi nish

** Painted doors feature engineered wood center panels 
for a superior fi nish.

Features


Mortise and tenon
Veneer insert
Recessed panel

 
Square
Full overlay

 
Slab

 
Maple
Painted
Cherry
Duraform

 
Required

     

DURAFORM®

LINEN STONE ESPRESSO
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MAPLE

CHERRY

AUTUMN SPICE MERLOT JAVA SLATE 

 RYE SPICE MOCHA GLAZE* COGNAC AUBURN GLAZE*








 







 








 

Traditional elegance takes center stage 
in Scottsdale. � e ornate triple-carved 
waterfall detailing accentuates the raised 
center panel, creating a dramatic profi le 
that will surely be something to talk 
about. For appeal that’s always in style, 
Scottsdale is a fi rst choice.

TRUFFLE SLATE ESPRESSO

Scottsdale®

 

  *Denotes premium fi nish

Features


Mortise and tenon
Veneer insert
Raised panel

 
Square
Standard overlay

 
Decorative

 
Maple
Cherry 

 
Recommended
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� e look of a painted fi nish, matched 
with the layered tiers of decorative 
faceting. � at’s the texture and 
dimension that characterize Downing. 
It off ers transitional appeal that evolves 
with each designer’s touch to suit many 
smart designs.

LINEN SILK STONE ESPRESSO

DURAFORM®

Downing®

Features


Mitered
Laminate insert
Recessed panel

 
Square
Standard overlay

 
Five-piece

 
Duraform

 
Recommended
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Barnett captures the rich combination 
of clean Shaker lines warmed by 
today’s fresh painted look. A master 
of adaptability, transitional Barnett 
creates a stately grace in a formal 
room or a contemporary casual retreat. 

  

LINEN SILK STONE ESPRESSO

DURAFORM®

Barnett®

Features


Doweled
Laminate insert
Recessed panel

 
Square
Standard overlay

 
Slab

 
Duraform

 
Recommended
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MAPLE

RYE SPICE MOCHA GLAZE* COGNAC AUBURN GLAZE*

CHERRY

PAINTED**








 







 





 

Tahoe brings into perfect balance the 
elements of traditional and up-to-the-
moment style. � is transitional favorite 
has today’s streamlined aesthetic, but 
triple-carved waterfall edges add timeless 
character and personality. 

EMBER GLAZE* STONE* BOULDER*

LINEN* PEWTER GLAZE* SILK* HAZELNUT GLAZE* HARBOR*

TRUFFLE SLATE ESPRESSO

AUTUMN SPICE MERLOT JAVA SLATE

Tahoe®

 

  *Denotes premium fi nish

** Painted doors feature engineered wood center panels 
for a superior fi nish.

 The glazes on our painted fi nishes are hand-applied, so no 
two doors will look exactly alike. And while the door front 
and edges are completely concealed by the base, some 
wood grain may show on the door back.

Features


Mortise and tenon
Veneer insert
Recessed panel

 
Square
Standard overlay

 
Decorative

 
Maple
Painted
Cherry

 
Recommended
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Value Built®

� e Value Built series is 
designed to make Timberlake 
craftmanship, features, and style 
a smart and beautiful choice for 
value-conscious homebuyers.





Value Built®
     

 

RYE SPICE NUTMEG








 




 





Andover
HARDWOOD

Andover® Features


Mortise and tenon
Veneer insert
Raised panel

 
Square
Standard overlay

 
Decorative

 
Hardwood
� ermofoil

 
Recommended

WHITE

RYE SPICE NUTMEG

Fairfi eld Features


Mortise and tenon
Veneer insert
Recessed panel

 
Square
Standard overlay

 
Decorative


Hardwood

 
Recommended

 

THERMOFOIL

Fairfi eld
HARDWOOD

Appealing lines, complemented by the 
craftsman’s detailed touch, make Value 
Built the series that marries quality and 
aff ordability. With a traditional and 
transitional choice, these collections are 
designed for homes of any style.
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Get Inspired

Whether it's traditional, modern, 
retro or classic, these fi nishing 
touches can quietly bring a look 
together or add a dash of interest.   
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SATIN NICKEL

STAMPED KNOB
  

PIPED KNOB PILLOW KNOB SQUARE KNOB CONTEMPORARY 
KNOB

SCULPTED KNOB T-BAR KNOB RECTANGULAR 
KNOB

GEOMETRIC 
KNOB

OVAL KNOB TAILORED KNOB TOGGLE KNOB ROPE KNOB CLASSIC KNOB ELLIPTICAL KNOB BUTTON KNOB BUTTON KNOB 
WIDE BASE

T-BAR PULL–12 3 ⁄8" T-BAR PULL–9 7⁄8" T-BAR PULL–8 5 ⁄8" T-BAR PULL–7 3 ⁄8" T-BAR PULL–5¼"

BOW PULL–7¾" SLOTTED PULL–7"BOW PULL–61⁄8" SLOTTED PULL–5¼" SLOTTED PULL–4½" TWISTED CRESCENT PULL

ARCHED PULL FLAT CONTOUR PULL CLASSIC PULL SQUARE PULL CONTEMPORARY PULL SCULPTED PULL

STAINLESS STEEL 

STAINLESS STEEL PULL–6 ¾" STAINLESS STEEL PULL–5½"

RECTANGULAR PULLRECTANGULAR PULLRECTANGULAR PULL PILLOW PULLPILLOW PULLPILLOW PULLMODERN PULLMODERN PULLMODERN PULL GEOMETRIC PULLGEOMETRIC PULLGEOMETRIC PULL BEADED PULLBEADED PULLBEADED PULL PIPED PULLPIPED PULLPIPED PULL

TAB PULL–9" TAB PULL–6" TAB PULL–3" TAB PULL–1¾" ROUNDED CUP PULLCUP PULL

Decorative 
Hardware

Are you a traditionalist? Modernist? Do you like a retro feel or lean toward grand elegance? No matter your style, 
Timberlake has a wide selection of beautiful hardware choices to enhance your cabinetry. And many knobs have 
a complementary pull for easy coordination.

        

PILLOW KNOBPILLOW KNOB

FRENCH NICKEL

TWIST PULL TWIST KNOB
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POLISHED CHROME 

SQUARE PULL

SQUARE PULL

SLOTTED PULL–5¼" CLASSIC PULL T-BAR KNOB

T-BAR KNOB

SQUARE KNOB

SQUARE KNOBSCULPTED KNOB

ELLIPTICAL KNOB CLASSIC KNOBELLIPTICAL KNOBELLIPTICAL KNOB CLASSIC KNOBCLASSIC KNOBSLOTTED PULL–5SLOTTED PULL–5¼¼""SQUARE PULLSQUARE PULL

WEATHERED NICKEL

BEADED PULL FLAT CONTOUR PULL CUP PULL ROUNDED CUP PULL ROPE KNOB CLASSIC KNOBSTAMPED KNOB ROPE KNOBROPE KNOB

POLISHED NICKEL

BEADED PULL CATHEDRAL PULL RECTANGULAR PULL RECTANGULAR KNOBSTAMPED KNOB DOMED KNOBRECTANGULAR PULLRECTANGULAR PULLBEADED PULLBEADED PULL RECTANGULAR KNOBRECTANGULAR KNOBSTAMPED KNOBSTAMPED KNOB

T-BAR PULL–123∕8" T-BAR PULL–97∕8" T-BAR PULL–85∕8" T-BAR PULL–73∕8" T-BAR PULL–51∕4"

VERONA BRONZE

RECTANGULAR PULL SCULPTED PULL

SCULPTED PULL

BEADED PULL PIPED PULL CUP PULL ROUNDED CUP PULL

TWIST KNOB RECTANGULAR KNOB RINGED KNOB BEVELED KNOB DOMED KNOB PIPED KNOB CLASSIC KNOB

CONTEMPORARY KNOB SCULPTED KNOB PYRAMID KNOB T-BAR KNOB OVAL KNOB STAMPED KNOB REEDED KNOB

CONTEMPORARY PULL TWIST PULL BARREL PULL–55∕8" BARREL PULL–45∕16" RINGED ARCH PULL ARCHED PULL

BOW PULL–7¾" PYRAMID PULL REEDED PULL–63∕8" REEDED PULL–5" CLASSIC PULL CATHEDRAL PULL

T-BAR PULL–123∕8"

T-BAR PULL–123∕8"

T-BAR PULL–97∕8" T-BAR PULL–85∕8"

T-BAR PULL–85∕8"

T-BAR PULL–73∕8" T-BAR PULL–5¼"

T-BAR PULL–5¼"

MATTE BLACK

RECTANGULAR PULL RINGED ARCH PULL RECTANGULAR KNOB RINGED KNOB

T-BAR PULL–12T-BAR PULL–1233∕∕33∕33 88∕∕8∕∕ ""

RINGED ARCH PULLRINGED ARCH PULL

WEATHERED VERONA BRONZE

RECTANGULAR PULL RECTANGULAR KNOBFLAT CONTOUR PULL MODERN PULL TAILORED KNOBROPE KNOB

OILED BRONZE

T-BAR KNOBT-BAR KNOBT-BAR PULL–5T-BAR PULL–5¼¼""T-BAR PULL–8T-BAR PULL–855∕∕55∕55 88∕∕8∕∕ ""T-BAR PULL–12T-BAR PULL–1233∕∕33∕33 88∕∕8∕∕ ""
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PATINA

CLASSIC PULL BUTTON KNOBCLASSIC KNOB

RUBBED BRONZE

MODERN BRUSHED GOLD

VINTAGE NICKELBRUSHED TIN

DECORATIVE VINE PULL RUSTIC PULL RUSTIC KNOB DECORATIVE VINE KNOBTURNED PULL TURNED KNOBRUSTIC KNOBRUSTIC KNOB DECORATIVE VINE KNOBDECORATIVE VINE KNOB

T-BAR KNOBT-BAR PULL–123∕8" T-BAR PULL–85∕8" T-BAR PULL–5¼"

SQUARE PULLSCULPTED PULLRECTANGULAR PULL SQUARE KNOBSCULPTED KNOBRECTANGULAR KNOB

MODERN BRONZE

BOW PULL–7 ¾"BOW PULL–7 BOW PULL–7 ¾¾""
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GLASS DOORS SHOWCASE FAVORITE PIECES AND ADD DISTINCTIVE DETAILING. 

BRUSHED ALUMINUM DOOR 
WITH FROSTED ASH GLASS

VINTAGE IRON FRAME DOOR 
WITH FROSTED GLASS

VINTAGE IRON FRAME DOOR 
WITH FROSTED UMBER GLASS

VINTAGE IRON FRAME DOOR 
WITH HAVANA GLASS

BRUSHED ALUMINUM DOOR 
WITH WOVEN GLASS








 








 




 







See Specifi cation Guide for availability.

FINCASTLE GLASS FROSTED ASH GLASSFROSTED GLASS FROSTED UMBER GLASS HAVANA GLASS 

IMPRESSION GLASS LUCENT GLASS MEREDITH GLASS MIRRORED GLASS RADIANCE GLASS

RIBBED GLASS TWILIGHT GLASS WOVEN GLASS

GLASS INSERTS

AFTON GLASS ANTIQUED AFTON GLASS ANTIQUED FINCASTLE GLASS DERBYSHIRE GLASSCLEAR GLASS

BRUSHED ALUMINUM DOOR 
WITH FROSTED GLASS

OPEN FRAME DOOR 
WITH CLEAR GLASS

MULLION FRAME DOOR
WITH CLEAR GLASS

HORIZONTAL FRAME DOOR
WITH CLEAR GLASS 

PRAIRIE FRAME DOOR
WITH CLEAR GLASS

SPECIALTY DOORS

Decorative 
Glass Doors

 Add style to any kitchen with decorative glass doors. A total of 18 diff erent glass inserts are available in assorted 
specialty door designs from open to aluminum frame.
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MOLDINGS AND TRIMS ARE THE COMPLEMENT THAT ENHANCES 
A STYLE STATEMENT. 

Decorative 
Molding

Cabinetry sets the look of a kitchen, and decorative molding and trims frame in the beauty. Timberlake off ers 
a broad range of choices from traditional to contemporary. 

CENTER BEADED

DENTIL OGEEROPE

SINGLE BEAD

SHAKER

TRIPLE BEAD EDGETRIPLE BEAD

INSET MOLDING

ANGLE SMALL COVE

LARGE COVETRADITIONAL CLASSIC CROWN

SOFFIT

CROWN MOLDING

LARGE DECORATIVE COVE

SMALL DECORATIVE COVE

        








 








 









LIBRARY

CLASSIC TRIM

INSETLIGHT RAIL

OGEESQUARE INSET

SQUARESMALL TRADITIONAL

TRADITIONAL

LIGHT RAIL AND SPECIALTY MOLDING

COUNTERTOP DECORATIVE COUNTERTOP

COUNTERTOP MOLDING

CHAIR RAIL SQUARE CHAIR RAIL

CHAIR RAIL MOLDING

MIRROR MOLDING

MIRRORSHAKERCLASSIC BASEBOARDOGEE PILASTER

BASE MOLDING

SHAKER SINGLE BEADTRIPLE BEAD

ACCENT MOLDING
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TWO-DRAWER BASE WITH SCALLOPED DEEP 
SLIDING SHELF AND PEG DISH ORGANIZER

SPICE DRAWER INSERT

BASE POT AND PAN ORGANIZER

BASE PANTRY PULL-OUT CABINET WITH UTENSIL STORAGEWOOD TIERED CUTLERY DIVIDER WITH SLIDING TOP SECTION

        

Functional
Kitchen

Functional additions help homeowners unclutter their counters and drawers. Th ey get more work and storage space, 
and instant access to kitchen tools. Th ese additions make life in the kitchen a piece of cake.

SMART ADDITIONS INCREASE FUNCTIONALITY FOR A KITCHEN 
THAT’S A PLEASURE TO USE.

BASE CABINET WITH TWO FACTORY INSTALLED WASTEBASKETS
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ELEVATE THE LOOK AND VERSATILITY OF ANY ROOM WITH IMAGINATIVE 
CABINETRY SOLUTIONS.

        

Imaginative 
Home

Build in homeowner delight with additions that make a room work harder. Create living spaces that organize 
and enhance today’s lifestyles.

DROP-ZONE WET BAR

WINE CELLAR

BREAKFAST BAR

GAME ROOM
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STUDY

STUDY

DROP-ZONE

ENTRY DROP-ZONE

WET BAR

PET SHOWER

DRY BAR
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MASTER BATHROOM

LAUNDRY STORAGE

LAUNDRY STORAGE WITH FLOATING SHELVES

        

Organizational 
Bath & Laundry

Creative ingenuity adds impressive design and pure functionality. All the homeowners’ necessities are close at hand, 
but out of sight. Th e modern look adds style to everyday living.

CABINETRY ADDITIONS MAKE LAUNDRY AND BATH DESIGN STYLISH 
AND PRACTICAL.

PLATFORM VANITYMASTER BATHROOM
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Care & Cleaning

While our laminate, painting, and wood fi nishing processes promote durability, 
care should be taken to preserve the original factory fi nish:

•  Wipe up spills immediately 

•  Use mild soaps only

•  Read all cabinet care guidelines and cleaning product instructions carefully

Environmental Factors

Cabinetry added at a later date may not match the original cabinets installed. 
Th is may be due to:

•   Exposure to sunlight, smoke, and chemicals

•   Change in door samples or displays due to age (they may no longer be 
a true color representation)

Because of environmental factors, Timberlake is not responsible for texture 
diff erences or color and wood grain variations in materials used in your cabinets.

Natural Factors

Th e following characteristics are natural and are not 
considered defects:

•  Naturally occurring color, grain, and texture diff erences

•  Color deviations, even within the same section of wood

•  Diff erences between open- and closed-grain areas

•  Visible mineral streaks and worm tracking

 Just as wood naturally expands and contracts, so do door 
joints. Periodically, you may see hairline cracks in the 
fi nish surface at the joints. Th ese are normal and do not 
aff ect the integrity of the door.

IT’S A FACT OF NATURE
No two pieces of wood are exactly alike—even from the same tree. Th ese variations contribute to the beauty and 
distinction of fi ne cabinetry. Yet, it is important to understand what to expect.

THE MATERIALS

CHERRY 

Cherry, a closed-grain, uniform-
texture hardwood, shows 
distinctive curly fi gures and 
pin knots. Natural pale-yellow 
sapwood to reddish-brown 
heartwood darkens over time. 
It’s attractive in a deep stain. 

PAINTED 

Painted fi nishes combine 
hardwoods and engineered 
materials for stability, consistency, 
and durability, with minimal 
grain visibility. Joint lines may 
appear due to the wood’s natural 
expansion and contraction.

MAPLE 

Maple is an extremely hard wood 
with a fi ne, even texture. Color 
can be light to cream-colored. Its 
uniform straight grain may show 
wavy, bird’s eye, or burl graining. 
Popular for its durability and 
luster.

DURAFORM®

Duraform uses advanced 
manufacturing to bond foils 
and coatings to medium-
density fi berboard, high-density 
fi berboard, and similar materials 
for exceptional stability, 
consistency, and durability.

THERMOFOIL 

Th ermofoil is a process that 
bonds a thick vinyl fi lm to a 
warp-resistant engineered wood 
core. Because color is throughout 
the fi lm, the surface is durable, 
easy-clean, and resistant to 
chipping and cracking. 

HARDWOOD 

Hardwoods include dense-
structured maple, oak, birch, 
cherry, hickory, poplar, and ash. 
Color ranges from light blonde to 
dark reddish-brown. Variations 
of graining, color, and mineral 
streaks are natural.

Finishes 
& Materials

DISTINCT LOOK
Our glazes are hand-wiped, so they settle naturally into corners 
and grooves, adding a layer of contrast. No two doors will be 
exactly alike, which is part of glaze’s custom eff ect.

GLAZE OVER A LIGHT BASE COLOR CREATES 
THE GREATEST CONTRAST. AREAS WHERE THE GLAZE 
SETTLES WILL BE MORE NOTICEABLE.

GLAZE OVER A DARK BASE COLOR CREATES 
LESS CONTRAST. IT WILL ALSO DARKEN THE OVERALL 
FINISH.

MAPLE AUBURN GLAZE

PAINTED STONE PAINTED BOULDER MAPLE MOCHA GLAZE

PAINTED HAZELNUT GLAZE PAINTED HARBOR PAINTED EMBER GLAZE

PAINTED LINEN PAINTED PEWTER GLAZE PAINTED SILK

PREMIUM FINISHES
Add luxuriously rich color to your cabinets with a premium 
fi nish. Choose a painted fi nish for a beautiful, soft look. 
Or go with a glaze to accentuate the personality of the door 
profi le.

 — —    .
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 Choose the perfect combination of 
features for your needs...and budget. 
Timberlake makes it simple. � ere are 
three series—each with diff erent 
features and options—to help you 
satisfy every type of homebuyer: 
from value to luxury.

An Inside
Look

 ® 

02

08

15

06

14

01

10

12

02

07

15

03

13

01

09

04

11

 ® 

  
¾" Furniture Ends Construction

16

3⁄4" Hardwood
Hanging Rail

1⁄2" Plywood
Corner Blocks

1⁄8" Plywood
Captured Back

3⁄4" x 15⁄8" Hardwood
Face Frame

1⁄2" Plywood Sides

3⁄4" Plywood Shelving
with Edge Banding

1⁄2" Plywood
Cabinet Floor

1⁄2" Plywood
Hanging Rail

1⁄2" Plywood
Inset Toe Kick

 
  

® 

02

15

03

13

01

10

11

05

08

03

17

                  

 
01 Solid Hardwood Face Frames • • •
02 Captured Back Construction • • •
03 1⁄2" Thick Engineered Wood Cabinet Sides • • •

  
04 21" Deep, 5⁄8" Thick Premium Dovetail Hardwood Drawers • OPTIONAL

05 21" Deep Drawers, 1⁄2" Thick Engineered Wood •
06 18" Deep Drawers, 1⁄2" Thick Engineered Wood •

 
CushionClose® Glide Option OPTIONAL OPTIONAL

07 Full-Extension Hidden Glides • OPTIONAL

08 Side-Mounted Drawer Glides • •


09 Solid Wood Doors* •
10 Veneer Doors • •
10 Wrapped and Laminated Doors • • •


CushionClose® Hinge Option OPTIONAL OPTIONAL

11 Adjustable Hidden Hinges • •
12 Hidden Hinges •


Full Depth Shelf Option OPTIONAL OPTIONAL OPTIONAL

13 3⁄4" Thick Shelving • •
14 1⁄2" Thick Shelving •
15 Adjustable Shelves • • •


5-Year Limited Warranty • •
2-Year Limited Warranty •


16 Furniture Ends • •
17 All Plywood Construction • •

Plywood Ends • •
Aluminum Frame Doors • •
Recessed Toe Kick • • •
Reduced/Increased Depths • • •
Decorative Glass Doors • • •
Matching Interior • • •
Void Door • • •
Cabinet Front Only • • •

* Painted doors feature engineered wood materials for a superior fi nish.
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Photography is for illustration purposes only. Actual colors may vary slightly due to the printing process. 
For actual color selections, please consult your Timberlake distributor or builder.
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